Legislation of Turkey
Legislative power is one of the basic elements and instruments of national sovereignty. The
basic objective of legislation, consisting of administrative regulations made through powers given by
the legislature and laws, is to assure the rights of citizens, ensure and maintain economic and social
development, and protect the environment.
The legislation of Turkey is predominantly written legislation in the form of;
-

Constitution,
International Agreements
Laws,
Decrees having force of laws,
Regulation (Tüzük)
By-Law
Administrative regulation, Decrees…

The duties of the General Directorate of Development of Legislation and Publication
According to Prime Ministry Organization Law (Law No. 3056 dated 10 October, 1984,
article number 10) The duties of the General Directorate of Development of Legislation and
Publication are as follows:
-

Collecting and eliminating legal texts and identifying what is in force,
Publishing current regulations as a single text by consolidating them,
Keeping all the regulations up-to-date in legislative information techonolgy system,
Publication of the Official Gazette,
To carry out the other related duties given by the authority.

The Legislative Information System
The content of legislative Information system are:
- Laws:
- Decrees having force of law
- Regulations
- By-laws
- Circulars
- Repealed Laws
- International agreements (only list)
Information about the system
-

Free and easy online access to all public without any registration.
Approximately 1.000.000. visitors monthly.
Amendments are daily consolidated and principal regulation republished as a single text.

List of Some Type of Documents Published in Turkish Official Gazette
-

Acts (including budget law)
Parliamentary decrees
Decrees having force of law
International Agreements
Presidential Decrees,
Regulations
Cabinet Decisions
By-laws (by-law by Cabinet and by-law by Ministries or agencies)
Communique
Circular
Decision of Constitutional Court
Decision of the Grand Chamber of Supreme Court
Decision of the Grand Chamber of Council of State
Decision of Acquired and/or Deprived Nationality
Assignment Decisions (by Presidency and by Cabinet)
Some Announcements

How to search a legislation in this system?
Step 1: Choose the legislation of type on the main page (For example: If you want to choose to search
a law, please click the “Kanunlar” button.)

Step 2: On this page you can search a law with its number or name (You have to write its name
correctly in Turkish.

Step 3: In this example we search Turkish Civil Code with its number which is 4721. The system was
listed the law below the page. Then click it.

Step 4: After clicked the link, you can choose pdf or word format.

Step 5: Turkish Civil Code is ready to use in Turkish language.

Official Gazette
Official Gazette of Republic of Turkey is the national and only official journal of the country
publishing legislation. It is referred to as "Resmi Gazete" in short. It has been published since 7
October 1920. It is published every weekday including weekends. During national holidays. İt can be
published if the service requires it. Prime Ministry DG of Development and Publication of Legislation
is responsible for its preparation, publication and distribution.
It was first published on Nov. 11, 1831 under the name of Takvim-i Vekayi as a weekly
publication.
On April 23, 1920, the day Parliament opened, the name of the newspaper was changed to Ceridei Resmiye and it was also changed into a daily. Later the name was changed to Resmi Ceride and
finally to Resmi Gazete.

Improvement of e-Official Gazette System
All issues of the Official Gazette since 1921, when the first issue of the Official Gazette was
published, were transferred to the e-Official Gazette system in 2011 and the searches of past
regulations has been substantially facilitated. Also word searches in Official Gazette issues will be
improved.

